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BOARD COMPLETES PHI SIGMA TO GIVE
PLANS FOR LEAGUE A CHRISTMAS DRAMA
Tonight, in Alumnae Hall, at 8:00
P. M., the Wellesley College Choir and
Harvard University Glee Club will give
a joint recital.
There will be a met ting of the Inter-
national Relations Club on Friday
, at seven-thirty
The subject for




cept in special cases noted below.
2. Over-night parking restricted to:
(a) large space opposite the chapel;
(b) large space opposite Alumnae
Hall; (c) restricted area adjoining
road and approximately opposite
for four or more hours shall be left
in one of the regular parking
SPECIAL RULES
I. At Academic Buildings. (In all
cases in which parking is allowed at
academic buildings, it is understood
that the space will be marked '•Re-
served," that the signs will be made
and placed in consultation with the
departments concerned, and that each
department will be responsible for en-
forcing its reservation.)
Mary Hemenway Hall. Single line
on west driveway.
Chemistry Building. Along east side
Physics-Geology Building. In ser-
vice court between that building and
Lake House. Two spaces on outer
circle on Tower Court hill.
Library and Music Hall. Single line
around circle back of library. 20
minutes on service driveway (not re-
stricted to staff)
.
Farnsworth Art Building. In service!
Hetty H. R. Green Hall. 60-minute
parking in single line around circle on
top of Hill, except at entrances to
buildings. 15-minute parking in 3
stalls along east side of Wood Hall.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
Freshmen Choose Officers;
Three Have Been Announced
Chapel Cheering for the newly
elected president, Senate member, and
Superior Court member of the Fresh-
man Class was held on Wednesday
Germany Issues Decree^
To Bolster Her Finances
At 8:00 P. M., Saturday. December
12, at Alumnae Hall, the first college
movie and dance will be given. On
this occasion the picture will be
Madame Sans-Gene.
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
Definite steps towards
pletion of arrangements foi
League to be held at Brow)
League and the chief delegates from
the New England colleges met in
Agora. The chief countries holding
seats in the League Council were as-
signed, chairmen were appointed to the
three committees in charge of the sub-
jects to be brought before the League,
and a president was elected.
Wellesley will represent China in the
coming Assembly, with Brown oppos-
ing her as Japan. She is the only
women's college representing a large
The Germa
be serious. Drastic steps have been
and continue to be, taken. On Tues- i
day last, President von Hindenburg with the vits
issued the sixth emergency decree for Christ in the W
safeguarding the nation's economic spiendid leaders
life and finances. This decree con- R . Merit, and Kirby Page, the eleventh
tained encroachments upon private Quadrennial Convention at Buffalo
property rights without parallel in cap- should make a strong appeal to all
italistic Germany, and was criticised interested in religious leadership and
as employing "outright Bolshevistic especially to those fortunate people
Great Britain, Harvard will argue from
the standpoint of France, Yale has
been given Germany, and Williams.
Italy. Smith was assigned Denmark,
Mount Holyoke, Poland, and Clark,
The chairmen of the Committees
are: for the Disarmament Committee,
Felicia Thomas of Smith; for the
Committee on Treaty Revisions, Mr.
Isaacs, of Yale; and for the Economic
question, Mr. Guest of Amherst. The




^bert^ John I Production Class To Give
One-Act Play By G. B. Shaw
Noted Speakers Will Lead
Student Religious Meeting
Russian Drama Will Present
Aspect of Life in Reign
of Czar Vladmir
SENIOR MEMBER IS AUTHOR
On Friday and Saturday evenings,
December 11 and 12, Phi Sigma Society
will give its annual Christmas masque
at the chapter house. The play chosen
for this year's presentation is the work
of Carolyn Hull, '32. and is called The







methods," by j v ; j r , . ,
cost of living and
by enforcing a ten
of the chief fixed
irvice prices, prices
rates. The decree
The class in play production is plan-
ning to produce a one-act play, A Man
of Destiny, by George Bernard Shaw.
Smaill asks that anyone interested in
portance, with an expected attendance ' acting try out for parts. The charac-
of about four thousand. Morning ters are Napoleon Buonaparte, Senti-
platform sessions, afternoon Round- net. a gentleman soldier, Guiseppi
Table discussions and teas, an evening | Grandi, landlord, and Lady, a tall,







much protest, for manufacturers have
] active service as missionaries abroad
long been protesting that wages must i or as teachers or ministers at home
come down first, or industry will not remember gratefully Toronto, Kansas
be able to bear the price cuts. The City, Des Moines, Indianapolis, or
success of the decree will, however, I Detroit, because to them a past Quad-
depend largely on the outcome of the
! rennial has been the most thrilling
present conferences being held with event of their undergraduate years."
Germany's short-term creditors. It is
[ Here is a chance to show their en-
thusiasm and to support loyally a
worthy undertaking. Further infor-
mation may be found posted on the
C.A. Board. Sign now and be as-
sured of a well-spent and exciting
Ruth Benedict, '33.
Will Sing Christmas Songs





Superior Court Faith Stevenson




A short meeting for
those Interested in the
JUNIOR YEAR IN FRANCE




thirteenth, at eight o'clock, the annual
Christmas vespers will be held in
Memorial Chapel. The service will be
led by Mrs. Ewing, and the choir, un-
the direction of Mr. Kirkpatrick
present a program of Christmas
Is. Two of these have b
by persons associated v>
y. The Nativity Song is
a of Miss Lucy Plympton.
Students Organize Bureau
For Aiding College Travel
Wellesley Travel Bureau has k
nized with Katherine Kirby
istm
j
manager and Arece Lambert and B
i writ-
I vvyckoff as Assistant Managers. I
1 Wel"
| under the auspices of the
:ompo-
j
Bureau. All the various trips which
gradu-
| are directed by college girls
ate of the college in 1900, while Mr. 1^3,^
Clarence Hamilton, a member of thej The motive with which this
department of music, wrote The Kings I |s organized is to alleviate the
of the East Are Riding. The program I ing difficulties of anyone who
of the service follows:
j
to voyage. It will be as mu(
its please see Miss
SmcUl, Room 439, Green Hall, or the
bullet, ii board near the post office.
On Ji,::uary eleventh, Miss Edith M.
Smaill will give ?.n interpretative read-
ing of The Barretts of Wimpole Street,
by Don Besiei, at Alumnae Hall at
eight o'clock. MtemSsra of the College
Foreign Language Students
Now Have Separate House
Wellesley College is one of 100
eluded in a survey recently made by
Mme. Alice W. de Visme, head of the
French department at New Jersey
College for Women, who established
the first French House at Mtddlebury
College in 1920. Mme. de Visme's sur-
vey was for the purpose of determin-
ing how many American colleges use
a system of language houses in con-




(Founded upon the Christmas hymn
A Child is Born.)
Processional Hymn: No. 138
Choir: The Angels (Ait. by Mac-
DougaU) Old French
Lucy A. Plympton, 1900
Hymn: No. 139
Scripture Reading
Choir: Two Carols Cesar Franck
I (Continued on Page 4, Cot, 3




traveling, tours, or person;
Another advantage of this
be that this spring there
to leading colleges s
throughout the country, Mme. d*
Visme described the system of Ian
guage houses in use, in which a lim
ited number of students who study ;
foreign tongue live in a special dor
mitory. With them live native teach
ers, who instruct the students ii
pronunciation and grammar, and ir
ie "iB
j the customs and social aspects of the
I
native country.
about plan Inte"8'8 Colleges
bookings. Other colleges which have foreign
stem will
j
language houses are Wheaton, Wel-
.1 be one I lesley and University of Wisconsin
Bermuda trip instead of many con-
flicting ones.
No European trips have been or-
ganized as yet, but several, such as
the Bureau of University Travel and
the Odyssey trip, have been autho-
Rrphr:. received from the que;
naire show that while only five
leges in the country have foreign
language houses the plan is one
which professors of foreign languages
everywhere are familiar and in
Speakers Talk On Careers
For Women In Wide Fields
On Tuesday afternoon, December 1.
Tail Zeta Epsilon House, Mrs. Hugh
Butler, well-known public speaker, and
Professor A. D. Sheffield of the De-
partment of English Composition gave
two lectures. Mrs. Butler spoke first;
her subject was Public Speaking as
a Vocation.
First of all, she pointed oui the ad-
vantages of public speaking for women
in following various careers. Some
tour the country with the aim
to explain 'Public Education." Pub-
perforce use it frequently. Of course
there must be a purpose in speaking
to an audience; the speaker must
have some message to impart or some
celebrity to describe.
Public Speaking Asset
A good speaker is very well paid.
Mrs. Butler cited as an example of a
woman who needed the advantages of
public speaking Mrs. Carrie Chapman
Catt, a feminist of the day who has
much to tell the world but who is shy
nd ill-at-ease when confronted with
Mrs. Butler concluded
unlike Mrs. Catt, col-
lege iris have the great opportunity of
audience, and that public speaking is
something which should not be neg-
lected by the modern girl.
Mr. Sheffield continued the pro-
gramme with a lecture on Leader-
ship and a Vocation. He explained
that although a person was not obvi-
ously a leader, nevertheless she might
have some of the leadership quali-
ties. He gave two examples of this:
the first girl, a Wellesley graduate,
had a position of clerk in a depart-
audience.
"trainer"' of th new people who en-
tered the store
much friction between the personnel
f the clerks. By con-
ferring with the head of the staff and
by changing th programme, she suc-
cessfully brough ; about peace, all be-
cause she used her head when con-
fronted with a bad situation. The
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3>
PRESS BOARD
Press Board of the addition of three






obvious relations with Daumier's style
HOW The Other Half ! Of Manet's two etchings, his^/.eJ
J
, Drinker, evidently from the same
Lives
j
: model as his painting of the same
!
'
title, is perhaps the more interesting.
Colleges the nation over are con- i Technique is suppressed, and the en-
forthcoming disarma- , veloping I rihclivrly broken by
of the face and the
drawn up a petition to deep grays of floor, seat, and costume,
be presented to the United States dele- I One is reminded a little of Rembrandt
gation, in which they suggest that the in the general scheme of values except
United States should waive any prefer- ' 'hat the old master's plasticity is lack-
ence for direct limitation; that thej'ns- Whistler is represented by eight
United States delegates should vote on I excellent examples of etchings and
every issue; and that it should lend lithographs. Amsterdam Irom the
all its influence to the principle of ar- Tolhuh with its clear firm lines Is one
bitration to settle difficulties in order of the "est impressions in the exhibi-
to secure world peace. | Uon. His lithograph The Thames with
The Alumni weekly of Princeton, ; mosphere is most closely allied to his
seeking to find the causes of the poor i style in painting. Seymour Haden,
showing of present-day Princeton who along with Whistler reinstated the
football teams, has published an arti- combination of etching and drypoint,
cle, Is Princeton Too Smooth? The ! is represented by his famous Shere
alumni feel that the undergrads lay i Mill Pond, and by one other. The five
too much stress on their ability to etchings of Meryon hardly reveal his
shine in the drawing and ballrooms of ! merit, only his tight decisive line.
New York, Philadelphia, and Balti- Cameron, who descends from both
more. Meryon and Whistler, is more for-
• * *
, tunate since the Rialto displays the
We see by the Sweet Briar News
\
peculiar richness of his style,
that the midnight fire drills come notj Another modern, Jean-Louis Forain,
at midnight but at the more tender although ranked as a follower of
hour of 1 A. M. Just imagine getting Daumier, has a group of five etchings
up some of these cold winter nights
j
which on their own intrinsic merits
at that hour. And what is more, one
|





worked in the recreational depart-
ment of the Y. W. C. A. of a New
Jersey town. She thought it would
be a good idea to mingle education
with the recreational work, so she
sought out the educational head, and
together they formed a plan which
proved a success. In conclusion, Pro-
were only a small cog in the machin-
ery of life, one could always see the
other person's point of view and by












le in a Stable
and eat in a Hone Stall"











College the dean of women said thatj
the college friendships mean more
than we think they do. especially the
ones of our own class who come with
us and are making the same adjust-
the importance of attending class
meetings and entering into activities
if real class spirit is to be developed.
EXHIBIT OF ETCHINGS
exhibition as fine examples of the
etcher's art. These are particularly
good impressions from the plates. In
his fine scratchy lines, masterfully
composed in a free, apparently care-
less and highly personal style, he has
attained a really characteristic quality
of metal technique. His technique and
style make an interesting comparison
with that of Anders Zorn, the eminent I
Swedish etcher, shown in his three
j
characteristic etchings. Here a sense
:
of more plastic form is attained by a
close spacing of parallel, straight lines,
almost a pen technique, making def-
inite areas of dark opposed to the
J
blank whites. Zorn's typical and effec-
tive avoidance of actual contour lines
may be noted here also. It is especial-
ly significant in Seaward Skerries
Through the courtesy of the College
rt Association, the Farnsworth Mu-
!
iow a splendid ex- ; (characteristic of his well-known
s and drypoints of ! Bather subjects) where it gives to the
. i College Art Asso- 1 nude forms an appearance of being
Jed this exhibition enveloped in the surrounding sunny
irough M. Knoedler & Company, Inc., atmosphere.
New York. It is on circuit and will ; :
.pear in many of the college art mu- MAGIE EXHIBIT
seums throughout the country; Wel-
lesley is very fortunate to be one of
them. The selection of etchings, litho-
graphs and drypoints reveals in a pe-
etching needle cluniiL-
An exhibition of etchings, water
colors, and pastels, by Gertrude Magie,
may be seen at the Farnsworth Art
Museum from December 1—January 17.
water colors comprise the larg-
oup. Mrs. Magie has received
of her inspiration, apparently
French scacoast towns and theirDurer, the greatest of all line en-
gravers, is unfortunately represented
by a print of only moderate interest,
! and " sea shows interesting variety as'
the Vernicie Held by One Angel. While far as eolor goes . Her predominant
not as intellectual in content nor as tendency is toward blue-green, violet.
[
forceful in composition as many works
! and red-orange. which she grays down
by this master, the engraving does
I in most of her pairitings. She is most
'
illustrate the firm and direct line of
J
successful in those relatively simple
jhis mature work.
, sea and iandscapes in wnich she paints i
Van Dyck is seen at his best in the
j
large flat masses. On the other hand, i
etched portraits of Pieter Breughel, ' her more delicate water colors have a
!
Erasmus and Suttermans. Utilizing
j
certain appeal. An Effect of Momingl
the Venetian system of portraiture, . at Vazen catches the light and atmos-
though reversing the spotting of light phere of the rising sun. Her impres-
and shade due to his medium, he con- sions of Mallorca give a sense of the I
centrates attention upon the head and ! acuteness with which the artist has I
features through which he attempts to, seen her subject, while The Alhambra\
express the essential character of his
{
Hill, Granada, for example, is vivid in!
sitter. By this highly selective process
\ a truly Spanish way.
he gives us portraits of force and in-
,
Pastel Effects
tensity though not of great subtlety.! The pastels seem experimental in
To reveal the complex and subtle in
'
nature. Almost everywhere she is
human personality was the particular
: looking for a light effect: Twilight
care of Rembrandt, who is represented, Normandy, In the Woods (Snow and
by two portraits, Rembrandt drawing Sunshine), two Spanish sunsets, and a
at a window, and Clement de JongheA Sketch at Auxerre. after the Rain, are
The latter, etched in the more open
|
all interesting for the attempt they
manner of Van Dyck, is an exception make to catch the identifying atmos-
to his usual chiaroscuro method. The phere of some hour of the day.
dainty and affected plates of Fragon-
\
In the etchings. Mrs. Magie shows
ard exhibit the rococo love of white
1
,
a decided penchant for the pictur-
lighta.
, esque. Solitude is an illustration of
Delacroix's Tiger group, though the best qualities of the artist: beauty
charming in itself, lacks the strength of subject combined with a very defl-
and vigor of some of his fine oil nite balance of light and dark, mass
sketches of animal subjects. Daumier, and void. The Gramerey Park etch-
perhaps the greatest of modern lith- ings stand out. in an exhibition of so
ographers, is not especially well repre- many French and Spanish scenes, as
sented by Les Saltimbanques, which decidedly American in character. The
does not forcibly enough illustrate his line in her several studies for por-
vitality of line. His slightly mannered traits is far stronger than the pretty
contemporary "Gavarni" fares better subjects she has. chosen,
with his two illustrations, which show J. H., '33.
See our exhibition
at Wellesley Display
Shop , . Wellesley






Slip-on sweaters with round or V necks, in all the
warm Fall shades. Sizes 14 to 20. $1.95.
Gored corduroy, pleated or flared skirts in peb-
bled, smooth or flecked flannel. Dark greens,
browns, wines. $1.95.
See our $6.90 Shoes
Boudoir Slippers and Mules $1.00 to $6.00
Bus Trip to New York
$3.00










that looks like any let-
ter you've a mind to
have it. Gilt lined in-






the mystery, the charm,
the chic of that magic
city in bottled fra-







these luscious lacy eve-




tle Doggies keep watch
over your bridge hand.
Just one of the designs
in these linen cards.
Two packs for $1.
SHOE SKATES for
GIRLS. Lined shoes,
tube skates. $5.50 a
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
t( f_JA!" exclaims Perry. "Ha!" In- little book which tells all in a con-
I 1 deed. He is merely echoing the densed manner. Official bridge has one
rest of the college, which is gradually virtue—it can keep a whole room oc
beginning to assume cheerful express- cupied, for it usually takes from two
ions as vacation time comes nearer to four people to play one individual
and nearer. Those who have been I hand.
counting in months and weeks can
J
• • .
say-"Seven more days." But it's just pERRY happened to go to the dance
as easy and much more fun to say— l after Pall Pormals and was just as
"just one more week." Ha! miserable as ever. He spent the en-
tire evening looking for someoneQERRY managed to go to Boston ! whom he never found. To amuse him-
r this week and in the due course ; self, he stopped
playthings can be washed free of
germs. The exhibit of work done by
people in Labrador, the patients of Sir
Wilfred Grenfell, was composed of
"bear-paw" snowshoes, smaller and
rounder than the average, real fur-
lined parkas, which we had often read
about, but never seen, and warm
knitted socks, that would go well with
skiing suits. There were calendars,
autographed by Sir Wilfred, and many
articles of ivory, beautifully carved.
Next to the Labrador counter, one
For the artistic J
etchings, dry-points,
European posters. If
jewelry, all kinds, shap
wore obtainable. The
the i the more corn-
bargain, but every-
j
thing was worthy of its price-tag, For
the more prosaic friends, such com-
mon, everyday necessities as pot-lifters
and tea-towels, purses and silk scarves
!
could be bought.
of time he found him.st.-ii at
1,'siaurant eating lunch. He :
idly about until his eyes rested
a girl sitting quite near him wh
a certain air. She was talking
elderly lady whose mien suggested
the aunt. And Perry couldn't help
hearing her say—"And Monday I have
a quiz—Tuesday, two papers—Wed-
nesday I am going to go mad. because
I have a paper and a quiz in my two
worst courses." The pale and wilted
Wel-
-!iy mrl.
'in work, though. You
fe is horrible with all
announced and those
sprung—you may groan because
belong to Barn and are in plays
have to go to rehearsals. But li
to the tale of the junior who \
the
sailing pastwhere peoplt
ticket to five pepole. Wellesley girls
are not lacking in ingenuity, he de-
cided. Some of them, outside opinion
notwithstanding, are even quite cal-
loused and most experienced at gate-
crashing. Some stare fixedly at an
object at the far side of the room-
others simper and say they didn't 1
know they had to have one and didn't I
bring any money. Some appeal to the '
A few are honest. Perry advocates the
\
installation of a tripping machine
which could be operated discreetly and
j
silently—and which would






pened before. One of the few fresh-
home for a long week-end. She
|
men officers was not to be found any-
thought she would be good. Her goal i where when the;
in life became one of real worth. I Friday morning
She was going to do all the prepara- I tic search and
tion for all the classes she would miss ' brought forth th
—she was going to study for the punished by being obliged to hold h»
classes she would have on the day of I corsage to her coat in front of a goc
her return—she even contemplated
j
proportion of the college,
writing a couple of extra papers. And
i
• * •
tiien she thought—I will be even more ' o UNDAY afternoon the chief deli
shouting
remarkable—I will make a time sched-
ule for this entire week < up to Thurs-
day) so that I can get everything in.
The time schedule was drawn up, much
tutions. It disclosed that she had thir-
ty-two hours of work to do and only
twenty-six in which to do it. She
New Eng-
up
IE new Phi Betes (what coulc
made Perry think of them
last Monday night for the
t happened but he ran
Perry presumes. He didn't take the
social intelligence test on Monday but
from what he heard it was different.
O gates from each of
land Colleges to the Mi
met at Agora to discuss their ph
and to arrange details of the Asse
bly in March. Weary after two hoi
of prolonged argument, they v/<




Know when anything's funny
when it isn't. He wants to take
ascendency-submission test- M:
that will prove something.
T T seems that in a history class sc
1 one mentioned—just mentioned-
general, and a freshman who
there wanted to know if that was
college term for College Boards!
me faculty were being entertained by
the annual Christmas party at the
Horton Club. Two old English
Masques were put on that included
ent atmosphere—to Alumnae Hall.
There a new cult holds sway—the
cult of Lenz and official bridge. The
feeblies used to think they were
Pretty good when they learned to play
contract under any system at all. Now,
(t seems, you are nothing unless you
bid blank suits and aces—your bid-
ding makes or breaks you, more often
the latter. Since the leading expo-
nents of bridge here are not yet quite
UP to the strain of playing Lenz in an
ff-hand manner, they carry around a
ENGAGEMENTS
'25 Helen F. Burrows to Mr. Philip
Hiel Reagan, Lafayette College.
Ex-'27 Laura Jean Farrand to Dr.
Stuart Zeh Hawkes, Union College and
Johns Hopkins.
'29 Marie Foulkrod to Mr. Halsey
Guerin Bechtel, Jr., University of
Pennsylvania.
Elizabeth Nancy Walker to Mr.
James Carlisle Mouzon. Southern
Methodist University. 1927.
Ex-'29 Katharine Kimball to Mr.
Richard S. Hooper.
MARRIAGES
'21 Mildred Van Blarcom to Mr.
Samuel Charles White, November 26.
'22 Margaret Smith to Mr. Fred
Buel, November 14.
'27 Elizabeth Frackelton to Mr.
Walter Perry Moak, November 28.
'29 Dorothy Mae Haskins to Mr.
Ralph Henry MacKinnon, Decem-
DEATH
'25 Margaret Swisher Canan, No-
vember 14, in Philadelphia.
CROWDS FLOCK TO
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR
Christmas is coming . . . and the
first sign we had of it on campus was
the Bazaar held at Alumnae Hall.
Tuesday and Wednesday, the third and
fourth of December. There one could
find such interesting
medieval enamel-work
tic jewelry, hand-sewn shoes and
noiseless typewriters, carved ivory
paper-cutters and monogrammed soap.
Gifts for the entire family, and all
one's friends, were displayed alluringly.
The work of the Boston Division for
the Blind included cuddly knitted dolls,
hygienic rattles, and various other toys,
any of them presentable to the baby
whose mother is "fussy," for all these
handkerchiefs and towels, with lovely
embroidery- Oriental bronzes and
carvings came next, with a fine dis-
regard for geography.
One article that attracted much at-
tention was a life-size dog, made of
raffia, which startled more than one
person into exclaiming, "A real dog!"
While on the subject of animals, every
one had to examine the soft "bunny-
mules." slippers made of fur, from
Japan. Peter Rabbit was also present,




iOod Purpose, being a column





the rest of Wda-k-y-The Wiim.
115 Newbury Street, a step tYi-m
the Library, lunches, 55c, din-
ners, $1, an attractive place and
a young host who promises to
keep my Welle-lev gn
dry, well-f '
dreary Sundavs. You're invited
to the Sunday Supper Club. H:M
to S, with music as long- as you'll
When on Newbury, see the
wonderful simp, Le* Artisans,
165. If you like fat jugs, wrought
iron, huge plates,
er and chubby gla
ecstatic— whether your fifty
comes in cents o- dollars. Mex-
artentinn } re ( look for the long-
leta'ed troi.L-O. their are thine'-
from abroad, thick -tuff from
Jugtown, North Carolina, and
wronn-ht iron. Early American
pieces. Wall hangings are very
good and prices throughout are
amazing.












Tuberculosfs Work-shop, with at-
:tive silk lingerie and cunning dolls;
Wellesley Thrift Shop, with its
iety of toys and linens, baby-
d, after the long
-ound the room, especially wel-
ras the tea-room, where one





Thurs.. Fri., and Sat.
(Matinee at 2:30 Thurs & Sat.)
GEORGE ARLISS in
ALEXANDER HAMILTON"
1st Fri. and Sat.
"MONSTER OF THE DEEP"
WEEK OF DEC. 14
Mon., Tues. and Wed.
ANN HARDING and LESLIE
HOWARD in
"DEVOTION" 1st Tues. & Wed.
also "THE ROAD TO RENO"
uilh I II \ HI ES ROGERS and
LILYAN TASHMAN
Mickey Mouse, Paramount News
Yiutinel
S.".r>. pink
-hep Emerson's, 35 Tempi.
Place, where for 50c to $10 you
can buy the really goni)-l,,,,kinc
leather, pewter, wo '
gifts you've admired al
lessly expensive shops,
see the pewter cocktail :
at S:l anil the huge leathe
has beautiful silk underwear
shockingly low prices. Als
their corduroy
and their woolly pull-,
anil panties at $1 each.
of this pla
They're wise. They've --hopped
thought thine/- there-
of reach. If you've $35 or $40
clutched in your chubby fist,
you're set. Satin predominate-,
lace is arriving and jacket- are
gain! They've the popular
nd blues and
-well
everything. S2'< r,n Imvs
$16.50
wool, or even silk. Coats and
sweater suits are greatlv re-
duced. Moreover, they'
Now. If you've a yen to have
our pro-trait done,
Hist all engaged
studio in Joy Court, Beacon
vnne
Have them cleaned before you leave college
and return to your admiring family .... ready for
any sort of festivity.
New Mode Cleaning is easy on your allowance.
If you mark them "RUSH.'
Wellesley 0727
LEY C LLEGE NEW!
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS





ties removed from our personalities.
lady; it is the poise, the presence of
mind, the graciousness, and the ab-
sence of aggressiveness and over-
weening self-esteem. When we go
back home for vacations, have we only
acquired a knowledge of the eleven
nfon.'blv
in i\ [: bmwv
ME P. T. SARGENT.
VERMILLION.
the I
e square root of minus one, or
manifest an air of good breed-
Are we potential great minds, 01
Pnhh-lud «,„! !y. S.-pln
nwinht. Wellesley.
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions tor this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves respo7isible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the




A majority oi teachers in city school
systems through the United States re-
ceive salaries lower than the average
annual income of all gainfully em-
ployed persons, despite tin
educational salaries have r
the last two years, according to an
article in the New York Times which
quoted a survey conducted by the Na-
tional Education Association, with
headquarters in Washington, as one of
Salary figures for the academic year
of 1930-31 were obtained by the asso-
ciation from 1.632 cities with popula-
tions of 2,500 persons or more.
Of the 301,000 teachers employed in
the cities reporting their educational
gainfully occupied persons i
The 1 slmwum ' by citio
Guess Again!
less frequently there come;
every student when he oi
led some question in class
- to which is not in the heac
;he omnipresent notebook
knowing all the while that the answer
,;
—
- than a few inches away,
•
. 'ery eyes? Either method
vantages; there is in most
jme capacity to feel em-
barrassment upon employing the first
method, while the disadvantages of
the second are even more painfiuj
Is there no alternative?
There is one. We offer it timidly;
it will, we suspect, be received with
little favor. It is very simple—leave
your notes at home. This does away
entirely with the disadvantages of
both methods. In addition it does
something more than that; it will,
in time, cause" the student to use his
powers of reason, for the simple rea-
son that it forces .him to guess at
answers. Possibly this may assist the
memory as well, but that is merely a
by-product. The great point in favor
of our method is that by promoting
guessing, it offers opportunity for de-
veloping the faculty of reasoning.
The general attitude on guessing
substitute for scholarship. To us it
seems that, barring the true and false
or pure fact type of question, making
a worthwhile guess involves taking the
facts one knows, putting two and two
together, and reasoning out the
answer. Undoubtedly the adoption of
guessing would afford an opening for
those who know nothing to escape
nearby, where groups from college may
go for winter sports. Why couldn't
the Wellesley Outing Club turn its
energy, or A. A. expend some of its
zeal, in building and keeping up a
hut for Wellesley sportswomen to use
throughout the year, but mainly
through the winter months? It would
not necessarily have to be as far away
as New Hampshire, although that is
no terrific distance. Dartmouth has
just successfully opened a new hut near
Groton; Wellesley could perhaps find
a location also, more convenient to
The great convenience and popu-
larity of such a hut, or huts, were the
sponsors enthusiastic enough, could, we
think, be assured. For during the win-
ter months the number of Wellesley
girls who courageously trek about the
campus on skis, or energetically take
ANSWER PLEASE
i
To the- Wellesley College News:
: There is something most horribly
i
depressing about talking into space,
but what is worse is writing into
space, and that is what the News has
been doing for the last few weeks,
with no sign of an answer. I refer to
the various eruptions about credit for
practical music. Why aren't we
answered, either authoritatively or
practically, we who are taking prac-
tical music, and who are seriously in-
terested in this matter? Here is a
problem about which most of the stu-
dents taking practical music feel very
strongly, and it seems only just that
some answer be given us.
1932.
i (mo
where only 34 per cent of the elemen-
tary, kindergarten, part-time and
junior and senior high school teachers
were paid less than the average na-
tional income. But the percentages
rose rapidly in the smaller cities. Thus
in cities of between 30,000 and 100,000
persons in population, the majority of
teachers, 69 per cent, were listed as
receiving less than $2,000 a year. For
still smaller centres the percentages of
teachers in that category were as fol-
lows: in cities of population between
10,000 and 30,000, 84 per cent; centres
of 5,000 to 10.000 in population, 89 per
cent, and those of 2,500 to 5.000 in pop-
ulation, 94 per cent.
A study of the median salaries in
1,040 cities which reported educational
outlays for teacher remuneration both
in 1928-29 and in 1930-31 indicated
that there had been a general in-
Declaring that "if
in the hands of incompetents, then we
!
are committing intellectual suicide,"










Approaches now the Christmas season;
He thinks he will, ere it comes round.




representatives from those colleges
which have successfully planned and
built such outing club huts, would
come to Wellesley, to instruct us in
caused by people who are convinced
that the News does nothing but chide
and grumble, or exhort. We are now
striving to be most emphatically con-
We wish the library would
Blue do something about this
Sundays business of Reserve Books.
A Hut Of One's Own
With th e first swirls of s o\v blow-
tog 'roun us and the thoughts of
icy days me, we take paper in
hand to plead for some honest enjoy-
ment of fierce eleme ts in the
For when
back from ition, and ar suddenly
immersed in a horrible stew of papers
happy
nd finals, what could be moi
ours spent close to nature?
Now this is our very practical sug-
The Dartmouth Outing Club,
signed out reference books over the
week-end. Biography and travel we
I could have forgiven; outside reading
should be done at leisure; but docu-
I ments and constitutions belong on the
l shelf. No one needed more than an
! young things did with them between
' Saturday night and Monday morning
I is past our theorizing. Can't there be
some consultation between professor
be withdrawn and pondered, and
books that are to be snatched and
gulped?
produce
a group from Smith, and others of the
nearby colleges have, each one of
As English
Portrait aim not onl
of A Lady scholars, but also to pro-
duce gentlemen, so should
a women's college harbor and foster
gentlewomen. It is not enough that
been easily avoided. For upon mount-
ing the Carillon Tower for a sniff of
refined air, and view, I spent the en-
tire time wrangling with my friend
as to which spot of water was Walden
Pond, which little mound was the
Hunnewell estate, and, last but most
aggravating, which little cheesebox
was the Wellesley station. Thereupon
we agreed to suggest that a plate with
N. S. E. and W. be firmly affixed to
the center of the floor of the Carillon
Tower, and that markers with arrows
tly placed for the benefit
who like to have their moun-
d landmarks carefully pointed
VESPERS TO BE HELD
ON SUNDAY EVENING




Choir: The Kings of the East Are
Riding Clarence G. Hamilton
Jesus, Gently Rest
P. C. Van Dyck, Jr.
Benediction
Response
Recessional Hymn: No. 145
Postlude: Gothiaue Symphony
{First Movement) Ch. M. Widor
CAMPUS CRIER
(Continued From Page 1, CoZ. 3)
At 7:30 P. M. on Sunday,
Vespers will be held in the Chapel.
The choir will sing carols and Mr.
Kirkpatrick will play the organ.
Helen Holstein, '32, and Sarah R.
Supplee, '33, will give a Student Piano
Recital in Billings Hall at 8:00 P. M.
on Monday, December 14.
based on the salary survey, assailed
efforts to reduce compensation to
teachers, whom he terms "an under-,
paid profession."
"Recently a few thoughtless persons I
thought it possible to relieve the eco-
nomic depression by reducing the sal-
j
aries of teachers," Mr. Crabtree wrote.
"Economic stability and the return of!
prosperity will never be secured byj
widespread reduction in buying power
through arbitrary wage cuts."
Pressing the comparison with thei
average national income, annually, of
gainfully occupied persons, the survey
revealed that in only one group of
cities, those of more than 100,000 per-
sons in population, was the median,
salary of elementary school teachers
larger, by $118, than that average. The
other four groups of communities of
decreasingly lower population classifi-
cations have smaller median salaries
for that list of teachers. Finally, the!
average median salary for these five!
groups comes to an annual salary of
i
only $1,452.
The highest median salary is paidj
in New York State, where the figure
for elementary school instructors was
:
$2,652. Illinois was second with a cor-
j
responding median salary of $2,516.
The last-ranked state was Florida -
pensation.
Turning to the smaller cities, of
more than 30,000 persons in popula-
tion, the survey points out that of the
58,088 teachers in that classification !
"69 per cent are receiving yearly sal-
aries of less than $2,000, the average
income of gainfully occupied persons;
in the United States."
"Most cities of this size," continues
j
the report, "require college graduation i
for qualifying as a high school teacher.
This means that in cities from 30,000
j
to 100,000 in population, where the cost!
and standard of living are probably]
distinctly higher than in the typical
community, a teacher must be a col-
lege graduate before he can earn a
salary equal to that received by gain-
fully occupied persons in general, the]
majority of whom probably have had'
bought," proclairr
"But not by us!" his
Looking a trifle blue;
"With quizzes, papers
To Christmas
Adonais can b .>.! aid thn.nmh (ho lab
sighing.
go down to the Vil again, for
gifts I must be buying."
l came to college
shall I say-
(A certain professor
He had heard all sorts of things from
his friends who were
Ask-Me's.
But he never really believed them.
Because he tried to take his little sis-
ter to the C.A.-C.G.-E.T.C.-thing
That first Saturday;
But she had a date she couldn't break.
Then he tried to take her
But she was off at the Tech. house-
party (or
So Adonais,
Rode forth on a Quest,
That hight "The Quest of t
Freshman."
He knows that fifteenth a
peculiar in free verse,









MAJESTIC—Of Thee I Sing
PLYMOUTH — The School for
Scandal
SHUBEBT—The Student Prince
Mil M liooi. 1 ni; s, \mmi
e Scliool for Scandal merits
iatives. This latest offering of
Professional Players, at the
atre, with Ethel Barry-
nore heading an able cast, left us
jlissful and babbling incoherently
ibout the excellence of the acting, the
lice lines and situations of Sheridan's
)lay, and the faultless management
<t the production as a whole.
Critics should criticize—but, quite
leartily do. We only regret that it
The
that naturally
Honors were shared by Lucy Tomp-
kins and Victoria Eisenberg. The
role of Alexandra, whose father likened
her to the proud swan that must be
forever content to glide on the sur-
face of the lake, never nearing the
shore lest it waddle like the duck,
was interpreted by Miss Tompkins
with admirable restraint and a certain
poetic feeling for the personality of
the dreamy princess. Consistently
good characterization was done by
Miss Eisenberg as Princess Beatrice by
a clever use of voice inflection and
NATIVITY PLAY FOCUSSED ON
—
=-- THE SCREEN
On Sunday, December 6, in the
|
:
Chapel at 7:30. Christian Association! The two programs to be given by the
presented the Coventry Nativity Play ' community Playhouse before the va-
of the Company of Sheremen arid Tail-] cation are of unusual interest; they
ors. As its title suggests, it is an old
j
are Alexander Hamilton starring
English play of about the fifteenth | George Arliss. and Devotion starring
Harding. Susan Lennox, starring
sodes of the Nativity, beginning with
the prophecy of Isaiah of the coming
of Christ, and going on through the
annunciation, the coming of the
shepherds, the coming of the three
kings, the vengeance of Herod upon
the children, and ending with the
flight into Egypt.
Catherine Johntz did a very good
bit of speaking as the prophet Isaiah;
her appearance, walk, t
tones were very effective. Doris '




gesture. Perhaps the mosl
piece of acting was done by
Johntz, who took the part of
with quiet understanding
humor. The part of the tul
by Elizabeth Roosa was one of
most difficult in the play and 5
Roosa succeeded in giving it a ter
ness entirely in keeping with the £
sitive. impractical professor. G
bits were done by Sylvia Glass
Dominica and Frances Townsend as Plav was originally given, one does not
Albert feel that Herod overplayed his part.
Barn is to be congratulated for what Evelyn Segal as the herald of Herod
we are tempted to call an unparalleled
success, or at any rate a delightfully
finished performance. May her future
Gabriel's, played by Katherine
Ruth Benedict as Herod stood
particular. Allowing for the
piv .<-ni;ii.n>n.-. be '.vorthy of The
of the coming of the
sharm. Great effort was
eproduce the actual flf-
i DWARD mini i; i nmiiMi\
On Tuesday. December




a great deal to the entire play. The
original music, with its curiously thin
|
but melodious quality, seemed admir-
,
the De-
1 arjiy adapted to the simple naivete
d Speaking of the text of the play,
n their series
; in addition the beautiful angel who
bner Thomp- appeared to warn the shepherds and
Disraeli, by I the kings of their danger must not
Louis N. Parker. be forgotten, nor the three women
1 Before the recital of the play, Mr. who wailed so piercingly when Herod's
Thompson outlined the plot and the
\ soldiers slew their children,
faced evil intriguer Beatrice Terry as ' background and gave a brief sketch of j in short, the presentation shows
Lady ' Sneerwell, the malicious gossip, the main character. The play, which j that great effort had been spent on
with all he] fawning scandal mongers ne considers one of the greatest for, the various aspects of the play in or-
surrounding her. inculcated the right ] tneater and screen as wel1 as Platform der to create the
degree of horror combined with amuse- | Production, is really a historical play, [ tury atmosphere
ment in the audience.
Charles H. Croker-King as Sir Peter
Teazle was particularly lovable and
improved upon acquaintance. Harry
Plimmer as Sir Oliver
a delightful uncle. And so the cast
goes on. We could cheerfully and
Ethel Barrymore as Lady Teazle
"acted" most decidedly but made the
audience like it. The smooth perfec-
tion of her gestures, too smooth indeed
for some, the dramatic tilt of her chin,
and the inflections and
trol of the Barrymore
in evidence. Her part,
by no means monopolizing. The playj
depended equally upon the perform-
ance of each player for its success.
Ernest Rowan, as Snake, the white-
Mi leenth i
p m
a type rarely found since Shakespeare'.
day. Disraeli, Prime Minister of
England, trying to insure the security
of the growing British empire, felt it
imperative to have the Suez Canal.
1 How he got it, in the face of Russia's
opposition and of the shortsightedness
righteously devote paragraphs of praise | of Britisn statesmen, is the moving
to each member of the cast did space | PIot of the P 1*?- °ne side of tnis
nermit and the reader's natienne en- I multiphase character is his attitude
toward women, especially his wife,
Lady Beaconsfield. His respect for
women's intelligence brings an almost
modern spirit into the play.
Thompson then presented the
dure. Likewise could we splash words
about concerning the beauty of the
settings and the charm of Maurice! u"
Nitke's music, played at intermissions ,
and during the waltz scene of the play
play. He played the parts of eight >







the Community Playhouse presents
George Arliss in Alexander Hamilton.
The movie is based on the play Alex-
ander Hamilton, written by George
Arliss and Mary Hamlin. It deals in
general with the personal rather than
the political side of Hamilton's life,
and it is based in particular on Hamil-
ton's affair with the notorious Mrs.
Reynolds, at the time when he was
endeavoring to have passed the As-
sumption Bill establishing the credit
of the country. Many other historical
characters figure in the play; Mrs.
Hamilton, played by Doris Kenyon.
George Washington, Chief Justice Jay,
Jefferson, Monroe, Martha Washing-
ton, and Count Talleyrand. With
Alexander Hamilton will be given
Monsters of the Deep.
On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
day, December 14, 15, and 16, will be
given Devotion, with Ann Harding.
Devotion is a triangle pkiv dealing with
the!
has been unhappily married, and
whose wife, unfortunately, is still liv-
ing. There is an excellent supporting
cast, including such notables as Leslie
Howard of Berkeley Square fame. At
the same time with Devotion, The
Road to Reno will be given, featuring
as stars Charles Rogers and Lilyan
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq.
Tel. Wel. 0566-
W
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901-1900
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.
Colonial Bldg. Wel. 1212-M
DR. JOSEPH P. MESLIS
Podiatrist-Chiropodist













124 Mt. Vernon Street
nr
atmosphere of the period.
Miss Barrymore has done
choose this play. Her part
enough to grow over-aware c
tures and affectations, yet we have
time enough to grow accustomed to the
startling (and not always pleasantly
.d find anything Im' on joymem
this production. It comes as a
ous reminder that all that is old













H. J. SEILER CO.
Caterers since 1873
en in Boston dine at Seller's
nYEARS' CATERING2 SERVICE TO WELLESLEY






il St. Colonial Bldg.
the Bank of England, to the delicate
and faintly complaining voice of Lady
Beaconsfield, Mr. Thompson showed
his ability to portray




Conspicuously successful was Barn-
j
swallows' offering of Molnar's Thc\
Swan. The warm and sympathetic
audience usually coldly critical and
keenly sensitive to those flaws that
stamp a performance as amateurish
is perhaps the most convincing testa-
finished
The play itself was a happy selection. I
Where Barn has before failed in heavy
tragedy that turned into melodrama |
or farce, where she has failed in high
comedy that required experienced tal-
ent to lift characterization from gross
exaggeration, in The Swan Barn found
a Play suited exactly to the histrionic
abilities of her members. Not that the
drama with its more delicate finesse of
comedy and its subtle shades of pathos
the
fanciful detracted
ii 1 1 i;t Ljly to express action. The subtle-
ty of Mr. Thompson's acting is
particularly noticeable in the scenes
where he did a kind of double acting.
For instance, he played the ever-re-
sourceful Disraeli acting as a very sick
man, or, although beaten and dis-
couraged, desperately threatening Lord
Probert with powerful but empty
threats, to get the support he wanted.
He played women's parts with a deli-
cacy and finesse that was delightful.
In reviewing Mr. Thompson's work,
we are likely to think in superla-
tives, which are not altogether unde-
served. The quality of his acting
makes us quickly forgive his impro-
vising at the end, and we are left with
that satisfied feeling that comes after
seeing a worthy production.
A. J. A., '33.
of production
Our Wellesley Shop Offers




AXAE greet the Christmas festivities with this
" special presentation of dresses at $16.50! New
prints, the luscious pastel wools, high shades and
dark shades! Hattie Carnegie's new necklace dress!
Sparkling metallic top Sundu\ night dresses which
flow to your ankles! Evening dresses all glittery
with rhinesioius ui luads! The bustle-back taffeta
dress! In sizes 11 to 20.
Also! A transparent Velvet [interlined) Evening
Wrap with White Bunny Collar at SI 6.50
SlattenyS





it's jusl an easy trip to Pine-
hurst, N. C. and a new world
of outdoor pleasure—fragrant
pine breezes . . . friendly sun
. . . championship golf courses
(grass tees) . . . horseback
riding on 100 miles of beauti-
ful bridle paths and other
sports.
A special program of sports
has been arranged for the hol-
idays and you'll find Pinehurst
the mecca for college vaca-
tionists.
The rates at the Carolina Ho-
tel are very reasonable. Coun-
try Club teas and supper
dances with special orchestra
a feature.
For reservations
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW !
Westiuard Passage, by Margaret Ayer
Barnes. Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston, 1931. $2.50.
If Margaret Ayer Barnes has tried to
achieve, in Westward Passage, another
Pulitzer Prize winner, her book is a
dismal failure. But if she has. rather,
attempted to give us something pleas-
ant with an aura of the fairy-tale about
it to banish the reality of the long,
in the rather narrow scope she has
allowed herself.
Westward Passage is a novel which
takes place in seven days of the life
of a woman of forty. The heroine,
prosperous husband who ha* unen I
Attic and Alaska, The Great Bear's
Cub, which told of the land itself and
its customs.
There is also a one-act play, The
Gallows Gate, by Marjory Stoneman
Douglas, '12. This was awarded the
first prize in the Florida State Little
Theater Tournament. There is also a
new edition of Margaret Steele Ander-
son's (ex- '91) poems, The Flame in the
Wind.




portant one for the nati
condition, and the two houses will b
fairly evenly divided on the issues. Ii
the House of Representatives, th
Democrats are in the majority, whil
the Senate is well balanced by mem
bers of both parties. It may be ex
pected that a good deal of time will b
spent in political skirmishing ii
preparation for the coming presidenbers of our faculty huvr published
Miss Barnette Miller's Behind the S
time Porte, which gives a vivid





tans in Constantinople. Then
,
; Miss Alice I. Perry Wood
of The Grumbler, a hithert
unpublished play of Oliver Gold
(Continued From Page 1, Col.
Tht
One space Wood
glamorous things as orchids,
\ lmmortal Sidney by Emma Marshall
1 gowns, and many trips Denkinger (reviewed in the News issue
'; from which









appears, on the first night
discontented, in the person of
'ery husband she had divorced
spaces at service door of Wood Hall
reserved for Business Manager. Super-
intendent of Buildings, Superintendent
of Grounds.
Botany Building. In service yard.
,.,, , ,,. v
•
Zoology Building. Single line along
BUlLl^Ka UlVHi WAl
, South side of service road
re. TO BOWLERS IN GYM
l
Whitin Observatory. Single line
|
along one side of road in front of
Whitin House. {'Note: for guests of
Astronomy, Botany, and Zoology De-
partments: 60-minute parking in single
line along entrance road to their
buildings.)
Psychology Laboratory. Single line
along service road above laboratory.
II. At Residential Buildings.
n from the The Hazard Quadrangle. 60 minutes
have been
| ln sulgie line around north entrance
are now a
j
driveway. 30 minutes at front doors
gymnasts.
of ghafer and Beebe Halls. 7-10 P. M.
crowded Tower Court, Severance, Claflin, and
simple ex-
1 Crawford. 60 minutes in single line
on road up the hill) . 2 hours in single
line around outer circle. Space in ser-
vice court reserved for employees.
Freeman and Norumbega Halls. 1
hour in single line around circle on top
Mary Hemenway, hidden away from
the sight of uninquiring man, a
change has been wrought in the old
boiler rooms. No longer do gray fuzzy
pipes twist about, impeding passage
through the room. Neither are the
boilers there any more. Instead, these
rooms have been swept clea




I Skirts of tweeds, nov-
I elty weaves and cam-




been prepared for this by various hints
from Mrs. Barnes: that Olivia is even
now more fascinating than her eight-
een-year-old daughter; that young
men in the French embassy are so de-
voted as to send her superb Parisian
gardenias; but when Nick, the de- j repainted and floored, i
lightful ego-centric writer, appears and
i
playground for restrict
is still delightful, we can expect any- I Miss Parker felt
thing to happen. ' ed gymnasium held
Yet here is where Mrs. Barnes puts ! quarters and composed
an end to our wild flights of imagina-
j
ercises was neither beneficial to one's
tion. To be sure, Olivia has a bit of a i Physique nor stimulating to one's




Sne decided that these people
jolted somewhat from her complacen- i should have some place to bowl and
cy, and enlivened by the reliving of
[
Play other eames. The old boiler
the first love, to her eminently staid rooms suggested themselves. At pres-
MUwaukee husband- And the solving ent there are two ping-pong tables,
of the problem is delicately done. In a bowling alley, a badminton court,
the progress and analysis of the emo- 1 » gallery for dart golf, and a
tion, at any rate, there is realism, and shuffleboard court. Restricted stu-
so deftly does she insinuate it that its : dents leap with utmost abandon after
fairy-land is not jar- j an elusive ping-pong ball, while from
DON'T FORGET I





AT ALUMNAE HALL o






The narrative method employed is
much the same as ih years of Grace.
The style in its essence is here-
charming, easy, always looking toward George."
the past with sadness tempered by The davs when pity was offered to
gay memories—and if we sometimes tlle delicate gymnast is gone. Veteran
grow tired of its wanderings, it is be- apparatus technicians have been seen
cause Mrs. Barnes is wandering about to Pass these rooms wiping tears from
her fairyland and rubbing off the their eyes as th«y surveyed their
slightly magazine-like glamour by a brawny muscles. The old order
style that transcends her material. changeth.
front door of Freeman, with privi
of over-night parking.
Stone and Olive-Davis Halls.
minutes
The Homestead. 60 minutes
Dorver House. 60 minutes
ine along barn fence.
Fiske House. 7-10 P. M. ii
Simpson Infirmary. 2 stalls




t year some of those




to us from their hands.
Biography, perhaps, claims tl
est number of our authors.
the most prominent of these ii
Pike Conant's A Girl of the Eighties.
This Js a collection of the letters of
Charlotte Howard Conant together
with her biography made by Miss
Martha Pike Conant and others. It
gives a very entrancing picture of what
we might have been like fifty years
Orchard Apartments. Single line
along service road above apartments.
Oakwoods- Single line along east
FINANCIAL CRISIS side of road up the hill.
:
> Horton House, Hallowell, and Shep-
(Continned from Page 1. Col. 2) i ard _ single line along south side of
Horton entrance drive. At right
e damages caused by the war, and
|
angles on east side of Horton turn-
und. Single line along south side
road to Shepard. Single line alongjustification.
That the Pi' n:. nr -
effects is shown by the announcement
that the cost of living has declined
more than 17 per cent since November,
1929. On the other hand, the propor-
tion of men earning low wages has
risen from 85 to 95 per cent.
The menace of Hitler to the Na-
j
tional Government has been greatly
j
A still more recent bin-mnhy
Nun of Ca'Frollo, by Clementine
eler, '80, and Jessie Orr White
; The
ment that he would not run for the
presidency- This decision caused a
rally in German bonds. Currency con-
tinued to decline, however, the mark
III. At Business Buildings.
The Bavn. Within enclosure <re-
served for employees).
The Power-House and Service Build-
ing. Within enclosure (for employees;
only). Along road to boathouse.
IV. Alumnae Hall. Single line|





for forty years lived in Venice. With
her vivid personality she was the cen-
ter of the artistic colony, the center of
the American Colony and the friend
of Eleanore Duse and Gabriele D'An-
nunzio. In fact, it was Duse who
dubbed her "The Franciscan Nun of
Ca' Prollo."
A biography which really comes
under a different category is Miriam
Allen de Ford's Love Children, a Book
of Illustrious Illegitimates.
In another field entirely is Helen
Barrett Montgomery's The Preaching
Value of Missions and Mary Lee Davis'
We are Alaskans. The latter is a book
which is as remarkable in spirit as in
execution. This volume follows after
Mrs. Davis' earlier work, Uncle Sam's
CURRENT EVENTS
In East, Japanese continue
to be aggressive. Japanese indignation
towards the United States because of
a misinterpreted statement of Secre-
tary Stimson has subsided, but the
attitude towards interference by the
League of Nations remains hostile.
The Chinese early offered a truce, but
Geneva, Japan upset all hopes of peace
by demanding its revision. At present
the League is deadlocked, while Japan






Shampoo and Finger Wave
$1.00
SPECIAL




chiefs, Lingerie and Novel-
ties at unusual prices.
59 Central St. Telephone
Wellesley Wei. 0472-W
WELLESLEY INN
Lodging and Meals Private Baths
Telephone Wellesley 180
Christmas is almost here and we are
ready to serve you.
§ijnp nf Sattmra (tafoim
(gifts of fflfjarm ann StBtittction
63 (Eentral &trat. ffleUealeu
Qel. Mellealeu 1814-28 nr ®
Friends around Boston-
will be delighted to receive liv-
ing, growing plants from you
as Christmas presents. Pick
deliver it at Christmas.
If you're not going home
Christmas, why not send flowers
to take your place?
FLOWER
48 Central St. Wellesley 0700
CHRISTMAS O LY 14 SHOPPINGD\YS AWAY
The most useful present is often a very perplexing problem for
all of us. We have many of the items which assist you in making your
decision. Books, Clocks, Fountain Pens, Electric Goods, Candy and
Toilet preparations are our first thought.
OUR OUTSTANDING VALUE
Tre Jur Bath Powder—Regular S1.00 Size
In Xmas Package—39c
Books at 75 cents and $1.00 including such authors as Walpole,
Undset, Feuchtwanger, Barton and Morley.
Fountain Pens priced $2.75 to $7.00—a large assortment of
Watermans to choose from.
Electric Goods. Curling Irons, the lowest priced at 50 cents the
highest $1.08, in ei.l.irs. Perculati.r.-, Vim Kays, Sluves, Vibrators,
Hair Dryers, Violet Rays, Sun Bowls and Wa'ffle Irons represent a
small part of our assortment.
Toilet Sets by Hudnut, Houbigant, Coty, Langlois, Yardley and
Individual perfumes from the leading makers always make an
acceptable gift. Priced from 50c to $15.00.
Candies in One, Two and Five Pound boxes, Whitman's, Lovell
and Covell, Artstyle. \|...11„, Liirgett's rumpus,, the list to choose
1'rum. priced $1.00 to $7.60.
We invite you to visit us and leisurely peruse
stock; no doubt we have just the item you desire t
LIGGETT'S
539 WASHINGTON STREET WELLESLEY, MASS.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
SENIOR REGISTRATION
Another reminder is brought to
seniors of the opportunity to register
with the Personnel Bureau.
Are you, as a member of 1932, sure
of what you will be doing next year
or five years from now? You may
want to work, either on a voluntary
or a remunerative basis. Do you realize
that in volunteer work progressive or-
ganizations may ask for recommenda-
ative work, such papers are a necessi-
ty. You may want to go on with the




through the credentials filed and kept
up to date in the office of the Per-
sonnel Bureau. These are some of
the questions we ask you to consider.
Then delay no longer in securing your
registration blanks and returning
them, filled out, to the Personnel Bu-
reau before the Christmas holidays.
FIELD TRIP
On Tuesday,
of about twenty visited the new Boston
Herald-Traveler plant. The tour start-
ed just before one of the later editions
went to press, so that there was an ex-
cellent opportunity to see the whole
mechanical side of newspaper printing
working at top speed.
In addition, the group visited the
editorial offices and "had a few words"
,
with some of the editors. There are]
very few women on the staff of
the Herald-Traveler in any capacity!
except secretarial. The outstanding]
exception is one woman, a special fea- I
ture writer. Women reporters are
viewed in a conservative light, as un-
desirable.
VACATION VIMI IO MACY'*
R. H. Macy and Company have
written the Personnel Bureau repeat-
ing their invitation of last year to stu-
dents interested in department store
work to visit the store during the
Christmas vacation. In order that the
number may not be too unwieldy, this
invitation is limited to juniors and
miors. We quote fr
"Almost 200 young :
NEW YORK TIMES
Mary Losey, '32, has received
the New York Titnes an invitati
Wellesley students to visit their plant
on Tuesday, December 22nd, i
A. M. The group will meet a
office of Mr. Arnold Sanchez, si
floor of Times Annex, 229 West
Street. Any students interested
register at the Personnel Bureau by
Saturday noon, December 12th.
group will be limited to fifteen
additional opportunity may be given
for a visit on Tuesday. December
29th. ;,i 4 P. M.
SUMMER WORK
Students who want work for th(
coming summer may register now
with the Personnel Bureau. It wil
sible, so that interviews with employ-






Students who signed for the Cler-
ical Test or the A-S Test, and were
unable to take it, may be given the
test before the Christmas vacation by
making arrangements at once with the
Personnel Bureau.
ALICE I. PERRY WOOD.
N. S. F. A. NEWS
The Intercollegiate Disarm anient
Cuuncil is sponsoring an editorial con-
test on Disarmament. The first prize
is S40. the second, $25, and the third,
$10. for the best editorial written by
an enrolled undergraduate and pub-
lished in a college newspaper or maga-
zine. Editorials must be limited to
500 words and must be in the office of
the Council at 129 East 52nd Street.
New York City, by December 21st. The
judges for the contest are: John Fin-
ley, Associate Editor of the New York
Times. Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick. of
New York City, and Mrs. Florence
Brewer Broeckel, of the National
Council for the Prevention of War.
The college graduate may expect to
earn $175,000 during his life span,
whereas the high school graduate will
earn only $110,000, according to Wil-
at the Department
education. This sets the vtflu
college education at $65,000.
The college graduate begins t
at the age of 22. He starts off at
$1,400, but this is less than th





four years. By the time the college
graduate reaches 26 years of age his
income goes up rapidly while that of
the high school graduate mounts more
slowly. Between 43 and 48, the col-
lege man's earnings usually reach a
point of rapid increase, while the high




id of the professor
Department and took the tour of ou
non-selling departments (durini
Christmas vacation of last year!
Sevf'!-;il of chese people are now wit
made by the College
Placement Offices, faculty, under-
graduates, and graduates, we have de-
cided that it was an interesting and
worthwhile venture. We are glad
again to extend a general
to any of your students wh<
to learn about the me
department store to visit us any Sat-
urday from now until Christmas and
daily from December 16 to January
5th, inclusive.
"It will not be necessary for any-
boQj to make appointments in ad-
vance. Any students who wish to meet
executives in the Personnel Division,
visit the organization or ask any
questions regarding the Training
Squad or opportunities . in retailing
should come to the Department of
Gaining, I6th floor, and ask for
either Mr. McCormick or Miss Duley.
They will answer all questions, ex-
plain general Macy policies and
methods, and arrange for individuals
who might
over the
Monday. November 16, at 4:30 o'clock.!
President Aydelotte is one of the more
advanced educational leaders who be- i
lieve that the college curriculum
should be adjusted to the needs of the
individual. As such he is severely op-
posed to the system of mass educa-
tion in use in many of our colleges. I
In condemning the present system of
keeping the bright student in the same
class as the dull, President Aydelotte
says, "Did it ever occur to you that
!
the so-called bad boys in school who
refuse to submit to discipline and who
create difficulties are frequently the
more brilliant students?
President Aydelotte studied at Indi-
ana University, at Harvard and at
Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar from
Indiana. As a trustee of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
.
Teaching, a member of the adminis-
;
trative body of the Institute of Inter-
[
national Education, and chairman of I
the Educational Advisory Board of the
's way through rolli^e
old and familiar story,
e's tuition with cows,
hogs, chickens, eggs and almost every-
thing else in the way of farm produce,
except corn "likker" is something new.
The college where this is possible is
the College of the Ozarks, at Clarks-
ville, Ark. It has to observe wide lati-
tude in the matter of tuition because
its students are the
the Ozarks. whom m
To the College of
flour sacks
oddity. Many of them see their first
"store clothes" in the event that they
make the debating team or some other
team that takes them out to the wide
and foreign world. They are intelli-
gent, ambitious, athletic, with a gift
for music and a burning passion for
knowledge. Teachers find it satisfying






Near Station and College
Telephone 0449-R
MISS HANLON 1 Waban St.
WOOD CARVINGS
FOR GIFTS
Book-ends, Canes. Vase*. Nut-spoons,
Eliot Oak souvenirs, etc. Prices low,
1") Homestead Road






—of genuine mahogany. Book
trough underneath. Table
measures 24# inches high;
top 26 x 12 inches.
Book Ends — " Beatrice and






KEEP that loveliness with clothes that
are CLEANED by the
RELIABLE TAILORING CO. Wei. 0179-M
WELLESLEY, MASS.
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
eanlzation.
"We are also planning to take groups
ar°und the building each day at three
°'*ck, In order that they may get
» first-hand knowledge of the opera-
tions involved. We shall try to vary
'hese trips according to the specified
interests of the individuals in each
group."
THE TRIANGLE SHOP
22 Church Street Wellesley, Mass. Tel. Wei.
JORDAN MARSH COMPANY
STORE For MEN
When it comes to GIFTS
The TIE'S the THING!
All clever remarks to
the contrary notwith-
standing—a man (even
at Harvard) likes to re-
ceive a necktie for a
Christmas present, pro-
vided it is chosen with
discretion. Help that
very nice chap you
know to a hobby less ex-
















In the New York Times of November
29 appears an article by Professor Ama-
deo Maiuri on the excavations which
are being made at Herculaneum. Pro-
fessor Maiuri speaks with authority,
as he is the Superintendent of An-
tiquities and Excavations in Campania,
a position to which he was appointed
by Premier Mussolini.
"The few foreigners who come to
Italy to see the new excavations of
Herculaneum, and who may already
'
have some knowledge of discoveries
j
made at Pompeii during the past few
years, must be profoundly impressed
by the spectacle
ing slowly but surely
eruption of A. D. 79. What was consid-
ered to be the most desperate and
heroic undertaking ever planned in
the field of practical archaeology, and
was, indeed, judged to be impossible of
success without joint international ef-
fort, is now proceeding toward its ex-
ecution with regular and uninterrupt-
ed rhythm.
"Four years of intense and laborious
work at Herculaneum have brought to
light an area twice as great as that
during the rather languid
tween the years 1825
and 1875. The latest discoveries show
that the undertaking is being faced
seriously and with a firm intention to
arrive at concrete results. Two
"islands" have been uncovered almost
entirely along the most southerly sec-
tor of the :ity. During the past few
months work has been proceeding
steadily on two other "islands" in the
central quarter, and is now nearing the
line of the Decumanus Major and
also that of the main artery of the
city;
women has already b
be begun forthwith.
Outside the City
"The external aspect of the city is
thus beginning to reveal its real char-
acter. Herculaneum, with its large and
noble mansions looking toward the Bay
of Naples, its modest homes of the
lower middle-class inhabitants, its quiet
. that :
licity which conferred
Pompeii, reveals itself as a rr
quil city than its commercial
It was clearly better adapted, by
son of its healthy climate and the
which could be enjoyed from the s
of Vesuvius, to be a leisured
by the house
recently excavated at Pompeii, where
all the objects of domestic
found during the work have
stored with loving care to thi
places; but of still greater h
terest is the vision we now
life in the houses
Here, owing to the different nature of
the soil in which the building was bur-
ied, is found in good preservation the
ie essential element in the structure
the ancient homes of Italy and in
eir furniture—namely, wood. Beams
am the roofs and attics of the upper
floors, posts of doors, cupboards,
^ases, and partitions are found—
™£
|
standing in their original positions
'
^
with the appearance which is char-
ls
„f , acteristic of the wood discovered in
by the earth of the Vesuvian zone: the
character of carbonized wood result-
ig from the slow process of fossiliza-
on and not, as might be thought from
superficial glance, the result of in-
ineration. Not less important is the
study of the upper floors at Herculane-
. where the much higher level of the
has preserved those floors. At!
Pompeii the upper floors can be seen
|
only in mutilated and fragmentary
;
From Pompeii
"The picture of Herculaneum now
be visualized not only completes
many respects that of Pompeii, t
presents an urban ensemble substa
tially different owing to differs
demographic and economic positions. I
sufficiently extensive portion
'
of the closely inhabite
has been brought
tion of the suburban zone by follow-
ing the traces of the roads which i
branch off from the gates of 1
The explorers will then be abl
trace other patrician villas
complete, it i
the famous villa of the Papyri, i
in addition to the priceless art
ures that it has already given
may be reserving other surprises. The
|
dwelling quarters of the eastern sidt
as it is known, were only in part ex
i
plored from the galleries driven b
,
archaeologists under the Bourbons."
SIX WOMEN ARE NOW
AMONG LEGISLATORS
I According to the Boston Transcript,
\
women should play a well-balanc
|
role in the House of Representatn
,
this season, for they are divided thr
|
and three on the Republican and
\
Democratic sides of t
balance, it is very likely, will swing I
the edge to the Democrats, reversing
their last session roles. The expected'
Democratic reorganization will bring
!
Mary T. Norton of New Jersey, Ruth
!
Bryan Owen of Florida, and Effiegene
:
Wingo of Arkansas, up a
on committee lists, and perhaps take I
a shade from the political preferment I
of the Republican trio—Florence
Kahn of California; Edith Nourse
j
Rogers of Massachusetts, and Ruth|
Baker Pratt, New York.
As women, all can rejoice that this
very circumstance may yield Mrs. Nor-
ton the chairmanship of the important
I
District of Columbia Committee. Com-
!
pactly-built, erect, forceful, Mrs. Nor-
ton has behind her a record of
accomplishments in Jersey City to
guide her handling of the 4000 special i
bills per session dealing with the Capi-
tal city which come before that com-
mittee.
Creation of a new post in the Presi-
dent's Cabinet, heading a department'
of home and child, is the ambitious
aim of Mrs. Owen, also a seasoned i
politician.
Mrs. Wingo, who came into the
House last November, learned her role i
as helper to her late husband.
Mrs. Kahn, known affectionately as!
"Mother" to many members, is credited
|
with being among the very astute and
well-informed of Capitol Hill. This
session she will introduce a bill to re-
quire all Government departments to
purchase only American-made supplies. I
Three veterans' hospital bills, carry-
j
ing combined appropriations of more
j
than $50,000,000, stand as record for
Mrs. Rogers. The political turn prob-
ably will take from her the chairman- I
ship of the hospitals subcommittee—
but she has a wide variety of other
|
legislative interests.
For Motor Coach Service Call
Framingham 2500
29 Pass. Coaches and Seven Pass.
Cadillac Limousines for all occa-
Twenty-Four Hour Service










why we are always busy.
Come in and see what's NEW
Pendleton, Inc.






at Gross Strauss-I. Miller_
Because . . .
We want to create brisk action!
We want to bring our stocks down and make room for smart
New Season Fashions that will be here ready for your choosing
when you return to College in January!
PRE-HOLIDAY
CLEARANCE SALE
Almost Our Entire Stock of New Winter
COATS - SUITS - DRESSES
DRASTICALLY REDUCED!
THIS CLEARANCE IS ADVERTISED ONLY TO WELLESLEY
STUDENTS!
An unusual opportunity for savings on distinctive New Winter Fashions
to wear now and during the holidays. Make it a point to come in today
and shop for these Bargains!
Group of Outstanding Daytime Dresses
Formerly to $19.50 NOW $12.95
Group of Distinctive One-of-a-kind Frocks
Formerly $35 to $65 NOW 20% OFF
Group of Smart Sheer Wool Dresses
Formerly $29.50 to $65 NOW 20% OFF
Group of Outstanding Winter Suits
Formerly $16.50 to $45 NOW 20% OFF
Group of Model Winter Suits
Formerly $65 to $115 NOW | OFF
Group of Gorgeous Evening Gowns
Formerly $39.50 to $65 NOW 10% OFF
Group of Distinctive Velvet Dresses
Formerly $29.50 to $65 NOW 20% OFF
Group of Charming Velvet Evening Gowns
Formerly $29.50 to $65 NOW 10% OFF
NOW! Semi-Annual SALE!
I. MILLER Beautiful SHOES
Models formerly to $10.50
Reduced to
Models formerly to $18.50
Reduced to - - - -
$7 $9
GROSS STRAUSS-I. MILLER
and 21 Central St. Wellesley
